2001 MOVIES!

Behind Enemy __ - Owen Wilson, Gene Hackman
__ at the Gates- Russian and German snipers
One of the greatest animated movies
The __ Returns- Fighting the Scorpion King
Legally __ - Reese Witherspoon goes to law school
Mike and __ in Monsters, Inc.
Ocean's __ - Robbing Las Vegas
__ of the Apes- Starring Mark Wahlberg
__ Jones's Diary- Renée Zellweger
Run for the $2 million
Brad Pitt and Robert Redford
Small spies save their parents
The Fast and the __ - Vin Diesel's breakthrough
The __ Planner- Romantic comedy with J-Lo
___, Where Art Thou?- Chain gang escapees
Disney's __: The Lost Empire
aka Silence of the Lambs II
__ Park III- Sam Neill fights the raptors again
Rush Hour 2- Sequel in __
The __ Diaries- Modern fairy tale
A __ Mind- Russell Crowe and Ed Harris
The Lord of the Rings: The __ of the Ring
Tom Cruise and Penelope Cruz
__ __ - Animals fighting to take over the world
__ and the Sorcerer's Stone
Love story within a military tragedy
Ethan Hawke and Denzel Washington
Medieval tale with modern music
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